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The COVID Jab. Maybe There’s Hope After All?

By Dr. Emanuel Garcia, June 28, 2023

Just recently another person died in close proximity to having received the Covid jab. As can
be expected, we on the freedom front here in New Zealand were unanimous in our horror at
yet another needless death, and certain people were urged to ‘go public’, to rail against the
transparently conducted programme of murder, to kick up a fuss that would turn the tide.

Enough of the Ukrainian Clown Show! Ukraine and the “Borderlands”. Historical Analysis

By David Stockman, June 27, 2023

If the truth be told, we are getting sick and tired of Zelensky who runs the “cease-pool” of
corruption, tyranny, delusion and death in Ukraine. This clown – and that’s what he is
actually trained as – just can’t seem to stop stridently demanding money, arms and support
from the rest of the world and lecturing everyone to fall into line or else.

Documentary: Behind Closed Doors. “How West Encourages Global Corruption”

By Michael Oswald, June 27, 2023

Politically Exposed Persons (PEPs) are people who hold a public function and as a result
present  a  higher  risk  of  being  involved  in  bribery  and  corruption.  Offshore  leaks  have
revealed  time  and  again  that  PEPs  use  British  finance  and  British  offshore  jurisdictions  to
launder  their  wealth,  hide their  wealth  and re-invest  that  wealth  back into  the global
financial system.

Sea Monsters Threaten the World with Their Tridents. Edward Curtin
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By Edward Curtin, June 27, 2023

Sometimes you wake up from a dream to realize it is telling you to pay close attention to the
depth of its message, especially when it is linked to what you have been thinking about for
days. I have just come up from a dream in which I went down to the cellar of the house I
grew up in because the basement light was on and the back cellar door had been opened by
a mysterious man who stood outside.

Ukraine Forces’ Suicidal Attacks: Staggering Losses and Casualties

By Drago Bosnic, June 27, 2023

Back in  mid-January,  retired United States  Army Lieutenant  General  Ben Hodges,  who
previously led the US Army Europe Command and still holds several high-ranking positions
within NATO, gave an interview to the CIA front Radio Free Europe/Radio Liberty (RFE/RL),
where he claimed that Western heavy armor would supposedly give the Kiev regime “an
edge” against the Russian military.

Putin “Shoots Himself in the Head”? Dr. Paul Craig Roberts

By Dr. Paul Craig Roberts, June 27, 2023

Putin’s latest speech is one that should never have been made. With his ill-considered
speech — Putin has lent his weight to US neoconservative propaganda that he is in a
weakened and challenged position and that the US can win in Ukraine.

Pending U.S. Congressional Resolutions to Initiate WW III

By Eric Zuesse, June 27, 2023

I  conclude from the evidence that will  here be presented, that a well-coordinated plan
appears to be forming within the U.S. Government; first, to choke-off and thoroughly censor-
out from U.S.-and-allied news-media any information that might reduce the willingness of
their publics to support going to a full-fledged all-out war against Russia and/or China… 

Babbling About Prigozhin

By Dr. Binoy Kampmark, June 27, 2023

A lot of nonsense is being spouted by a bevy of spontaneous “Russian experts” in light of
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the Prigozhin spray, a mutiny (no one quite knows what to call it), stillborn in the Russian
Federation.  It  all  fell  to  the  theatrical  sponsor,  promoter  and  rabble  rouser  Yevgeny
Prigozhin, a convict who rose through the ranks of the deceased Soviet state to find fortune
and security via catering, arms and Vladimir Putin’s support.

Who Is National Security Adviser Jake Sullivan and Why He Should Debate RFK Jr.

By Rick Sterling, June 27, 2023

National Security Adviser Jake Sullivan is one of the key people driving US foreign policy. He
was mentored by Hillary Clinton with regime changes in Honduras, Libya and Syria. He was
the link between Nuland and Biden during the 2014 coup in Ukraine.

Is USA Defense Spending Closer to 1,400 Billion Dollars?

By Bharat Dogra, June 27, 2023

Most estimates of US military spending mention a figure of 886 billion dollars or so. This is
higher than the combined military spending of the next ten biggest spenders, most of whom
are allies of the USA. This is 3 times the military spending of China.
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